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REVIEW OF DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE
(With Particular Reference to Recent Changes in Commodity Prices)

1. Comprehensive reviews of past developments in the field of commodity prices and
their impact on developing countries' trade have been carries out by various
international organizations. In particular, at the Sixth Special Session of the
United Nations General Assembly on Raw Materials the following studies of this subject
were presented: UN Document .A/9544 Study of the Problems of Raw Materials and
Development traces the evolution of commodity prices from 1950 up till the fourth

quarter of 1973 and discusses some reasons for the recent large increases.
addendum 1 to the above document analyzes in detail the significance of basic
commodities in world trade for the year 1970. Addendum 2 uses the 1970 commodity
trade flows and January 1974 commodity prices to estimate hypothetical trade balances
in 1974 for selected groupings of countries, which include developed and developing,
and petroleum and non-petroleum exporters. UNCTAD document OSG/52, Problems of Raw
Materials and Development, discusses in detail the long-term development of commodity
prices, and the recent upsurge, with particular reference to effects on the terms of
trade of developing countries. UNCTAD/OSG/52/Add.1, TheImpactof Recent and
ProspectivePriceChanges on the Trade of Devoloping Countries, estimates 1973 trade
balances for various aggregates of developing countries and furnishes illustrative
projections for their 1974 trade balances under different price assumptions. The
IBRD paper Additional External Capital Requirementsof DevelopingCountries analyzes
the impact of both the recent commodity price changes and their projected trends on
the growth prospects of developing countries up to 1980, in order to estimate the
order of magnitude of the external financing needed to offset any detrimental effects
of those developments and to safeguard a modest rate of growth.

2. With the availability of more recent data on prices and trade volumes, the GATT
secretariat has also carried out a review of the new situation. Although the methods,
assumptions and country coverage differed in several - though minor - respects from
those used in the studies cited above, it may be stated at the outset that the con-
clusions drawn fall well within the orders of magnitude established in the studies by
the other organizations. Before it proceeds to analyze the impact of the price
changes, this note presents in the following section a review of actual price develop
ments, the long-term trends as well as the major changes in 1972, 1973 and the
first quarter of 1974.
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Part One - Past Developments

3. Because separate data are not available for individual products, section I
of this part of the paper makes no distinction between those products which are
exported mainly by developing countries and those which are exported mainly by
developed countries. For broad commodity groups however, price indices are
available for primary (non-petroleum) exports by developing countries alone, and
these are employed in section II.

4. The discussion of the rise in commodity prices is carried out from the point
of view of export prices. However, it should be noted that commodity price
developments also affect developing countries' imports to the extent to which they
are large importers of some commodities. This aspect is allowed for in Part Two.

I. World exportiti,-rof primarycommodities

A. Longer-term trends

5. It is well known that the measurement of price movements over a longer period
poses a nuber of problems of a statistical nature and that, in particular, index
numbers of large aggregates such as those of all primary products and of manu-
factures are subject to wide margins of error. They should therefore be
considered only as indicators of broad movements.

1:26. From data given by both the United Nations and the GATT it appears that
during the great depression of the 1930's the decline in prices had been more
pronounced for primary products than for manufactures. During the war and the
immediate post-war years prices of primary products increased more rapidly than
those of manufactures. After a further strong rise during the Korean War
(1950-1951), the prices of primary products started to decline.

7. Since 1953, three different stages in the relationship between prices of
primary roducts and those of manufactures can be identified (see Table 1 ).
Between 1953 and 1962 prices of primary products continued the downward trend which
followed the Korean boom, while those of manufactures continued to rise, albeit at
a very slow rate.3 Between 1962 and mid-1972 prices of primary products rose

1See United. Nations, Statistical Yearbook, 1969, p.54.
2See GATT, .Trends in International Trade, 1958, pp. 19-21.
3For such a long period significant distortions can occur in the overall

indices. These distortions can reflect, inter alia, changes in the comodity
composition of both primary and manufactured products and the impossibility of
measuring changes in quality (which may be of particular importance for manu-
factures). Furthermore, the choice of the base period can appear to bias the
result obtained.
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roughly in line with those of manufactures. Finally, between the second half
of 1972 and . the first quarter of 1974 the rise in prices of primary products
greatly exceeded that of manufactures.

8. Between 1953-55 and 1960-62, the United Nations index of primary products
(adjusted to include non-ferrous metals and exclude petroleum) shows.a decline
of about 2 per cent on average per year, whereas export unit values of manu-
fact res increased by about 1 per cent annually.1 The prices of most primary
commodities declined during this period, especially those of coffee and cocoa
(about 8 per cent on average per year), cotton, wool, maize, rice, tea and most
oilseeds and vegetable oils and copper (between 2 and 4 per cent). Some primary
products (beef, fish, jute, sisal, rubber, aluminium and tin) recorded, however,
price increases which exceeded those of manufactures.

9. Between 1960-62 and 1969-71, there was no great change in the relative price
levels of primary products and manufactures.2 Among the major commodities, the
prices of tea, wheat and wool continued to decline. Those of jute, sisal and
rubber, which had increased between 1953-55 and 1960-62, experienced a sharp fall
during the 1960's. Prices of all other primary products shown in the table
increased, especially those of copper and bauxite (8 per cent per year), fish,
beef, cocoa, lead, tin and zinc (4 to 5 per cent).

B. The commodity price boom of 1972-74

10. The rise in prices of primary products which had started during the second
half of 1972 gained strength in 1973. The overall index of the United Nations of
primary product prices (excluding petroleum but including non-ferrous metals),
calculated in dollars, rose by 16 per cent from the last quarter of 1971 to the
last quarter of 1972, and showed a further gain of 58 per cent between the last
quarters of 1972 and 1973. In the same periods, unit values of exports of
manufactures (excluding non-ferrous metals) increased by 4 per cent and 19 per
cent respectively. Posted prices of petroleum, which had increased by 15 per cent
between the end of 1971 and 1972, were raised at the end of 1973 to a level
roughly four times higher than a year previously.

1Posted prices of petroleum, according to the United Nations index, declined
by roughly 0.5 per cent on average per year.

2Between 1960-62 and 1969-1971, posted prices of petroleum rose by about
0.4 per cent per year, i.e., less than those of manufactures.
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11. The United Nations index of prices of primary commodities is only partly
based .on price quotations which, during 1973, have been more than usually
influenced by speculation arising from or intensified by monetary uncertainties.
Although this index also attempts to take into account movements in actual trans-
action prices of commodities traded internationally (including, inter alia, prices
in long-term contracts), it probably still over-estimates the rise in the actual
export unit values received by producers of primary products.

12. The main factors in the commodity price boom of 1973 can be summarized as
follows:

(i) The sudden, sharp and simultaneous rise of demand in almost all
industrial countries. Incomes in developing countries also expanded
at a faster rate than in the past partly as a result of the relative
improvement in their terms of trade since mid-1972, while rapid income
growth continued in the Eastern.Trading Area. World manufacturing
production, the best indicator of demand for raw materials, expanded
by nearly 10 per cent in 1973, its largest annual increase on record,
about one half larger than the yearly average of the last twenty years.

(ii) Whereas world demand was soaring, production of food, feed and
agricultural raw materials was seriously affected by adverse weather
conditions over wide areas. World agricultural production, which had
increased by about 3 per cent on average per year during the last two
decades, declined slightly in 1972/73, for the first time since the
Second World War. Part of the growing gap between demand and production
was covered by heavy drawing on stocks in 1972 and the first half of
1973. For most of the main commodities entering international trade,
however, stocks had been reduced to such low levels that in most cases
no further additional supplies were available from this source in the
latter part of 1973.

(iii) The wide fluctuations in exchange rates, the monetary uncertainties and
the general inflationary climate greatly stimulated buying activities
in commodity markets. Although the influence of this factor is
impossible to quantify, it is worth emphasizing that the sharpest price
increases in world commodity exchanges coincided with violent specu-
lative movements in the monetary field and with the steepest increases
in the price of gold.
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13. Although rises in prices of primary products were widespread in 1973, she
overall index conceals large discrepancies between individual products and product
groups.1

14. .Among the products shown in Table 1, prices of copra, coconut oil, cotton-
seed oil and zinc more than trebled in 1973; however, the first three had
experienced a decline in the preceding year.

15. The price increases for sisal, wheat, rice, cotton, rubber, cocoa, copper
(ore and metal) approached or exceeded 100 per cent. among these, cotton and
copper had suffered price declines in the preceding year.

16. Above average price increases, up to 80 per cent, were recorded for maize,
lead, palm oil, soyabeans, oilseed cake and beef.

17. Some commodities showed price increases ranging between 35 and 50 per cent,
i.e., less than the average for all primary products (almost 60 per cent) but
still exceeding the increase of manufacturing prices. Among them olive oil,
lumber, wool, tin, fish, sugar and wine can be noted.

18. The prices of several commodities, such as coffee, fruit, tobacco, aluminium,
rose only slightly more, or even less than, those of manufactures (19 per cent).

19. Finally, the dollar prices of several commodities either increased by less
than 10 per cent, i.e., less than the depreciation of the dollar, or failed to
rise at all. For iron ore, tea and jute, this was the second consecutive year
when, even in dollar terms, the price had failed to increase. Only in the case
of hides and skins did the decline in 1973 follow a strong price rise in 1972.

20. In general, prices of commodities continued to rise in the first quarter of
1974, although the rate of increase was already less rapid than during the last
quarter of 1973. The largest increases over the fourth quarter of 1973 were
recorded by the vegetable oils, among which coconut oil and soyabean oil prices
rose. by 50 and 43 per cent, respectively; sugar (58 per cent) and some of the
non-ferrous metals (tin 37 per cent, lead and nickel 30 per cent). Most of the
other important commodities entering world trade registered price increases of
between 8 and 10 per cent which, although large for one-quarter, represent in
most cases a slowing down of the quarterly rates observed in 1973. Included in
this group are wheat, rice, maize, coffee, tea, cocoa, copper ore and metal, and
zinc. Soyabean prices also rose by 10 per cent, having declined in the fourth

1The movements in prices of individual products mentioned below refer to
percentage changes between the fourth quarter of 1972 and the fourth quarter of
1973.
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quarter of 1973. Nevertheless, they still remained nearly 10 per cent below their
peak in the third quarter 1973. A third group of commodities showed price declines
in the first quarter of 1974. For bitter (-3 per cent) and oilseed cake and meal
(-6 per cent), this represented a continuation of a decline which had started in
the last quarter of 1973. Wool (-7 per cent) reached a peak in the first quarter
of 1973, and apart from a small recovery in the third quarter of that year has
been in a continuous decline since.

21. The account given in section I of the commodity prices changes in the period
up to 1972, and of the price boom of 1972-74, is not intended to give an assess-
ment of the changes in the terms of trade of developing countries because it does
not take into account the relative position of developing countries as exporters
of the various product groups discussed, nor the changes that have taken place in
their share of trade in these commodities. It may be noted that developing
countries were major exporters of only some of the primary commodities that
benefited strongly from the price boom of 1972-1974. Moreover, developing
countries are also importers of primary commodities and have in the most recent
period significantly increased their dependence on imports of staple foods,
particularly grains.

II. Developing countries' export prices, volumes and purchasing power of exports,
by groups of primaryproducts

22. The price indices used in the present section refer to groups of commodities
exported by developing countries. In addition, an effort has been made to take
account of changes in the volume of export of developing countries as well as
changes in the unit value of their imports to give an indication of changes in
the purchasing power of the exports of these countries.

23. Import demand for non-petroleum mineral exports from developing countries
has expanded steadily since 1955, although affected by the cyclical fluctuations
in world manufacturing production, reflecting in the main the shift from higher
cost supplies in developed areas to the cheaper supplies available from developing
countries. Because of this dynamism of world demand for minerals a 4.5 per cent
annual growth rate of export volume between 1955 and 1972 was accompanied by
slightly higher prices. Although cyclical fluctuations in volume and price had
caused export earnings to drop sharply in 1958 and 1970-71, on the whole the
purchasing power1 of non-petroleum mineral exports grew much more rapidly than it

1Defined as the "terms of exchange" (i.e. theratioofdevelopingcountries'
exportpricesfor whatever product group is being considered to the exportunit
values of develpedcountries' manufactured exports) multiplied by a volume index
for developing countries' exports.
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did for agricultural exports. The growth in the. purchasing power of developing
countries' non-petroleum mineral exports, which averaged almost 4 per cent
annually between 1955 and 1972,.was largely due to the steady growth in the volume
of exports; the terms of exchange having increased by, less than half the rate of
increase of volume..According to the United Nations index, prices of.non-petroleum
minerals exported by developing countries increased by 1.6 per cent on average
per year.between 1955 and 1972, while prices of manufactures exported by
developing countries, rose by 2.2. per cent. In 1973, in spite of a further
expansion in export volume, prices increased sharply.

24. In the case of petroleum, a steady rise in export volume was almost entirely
responsible for the 9 per cent annual growth of purchasing power of exports in
the 1955-1970 period, in spite of declining terms of exchange. The acceleration
in the growth of purchasing power to more than 25 per cent on average per year
between 1970 and 1973 reflected both a continuation of the strong rise in volume
and the. gradual rise in prices. These data refer to the average of the calendar
year 1973 and therefore do not reflect the sharp increase in prices announced by
the producers at the end of December 1973.

25. For agricultural products exported by developing countries, prices, according
to the United Nations index, in 1972 were at the same level as in 1955. These
prices. were largely determined by movements in supply. Thus, between 1955 and
1962 when the volume of exports grew by more than 4 per cent on. average per year,
prices declined steadily. Between 1962 and 1971 the growth in volume slowed
down considerably, to less than 2 per cent on average per year, while prices
tended to recover slightly. The price increase of 1972, when the volume of
exports expanded more markedly, was no more than the devaluation of the dollar.
Finally, in 1973, when prices rose sharply, the volume of exports failed to rise.
Furthermore, as prices of manufactures exported by developed countries have been
rising continuously throughout this period, the purchasing power of developing
countries' agricultural exports expanded by less than 1 per cent on average per
year.

26. The slow growth of developing countries' purchasing power of agricultural
exports was due to the stagnation, or decline of export earnings from tropical
beverages and agricultural raw materials, which together accounted for more than
60 per cent of the total in 1955. Basic foodstuffs, such as rice, wheat, and
oilseeds and vegetable oils, of, which developing, countries are both exporters and
importers, enjoyed a more favourable world import demand than tropical beverages
and agricultural raw materials. Nevertheless, the volume and purchasing power of
developing countries' exports of these products increased only slightly between
1955 and 1972 as rapid growth of domestic consumption tended to limit export
availabilities. In these products by far the largest rise in export volume was
achieved by the developed countries.
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27. Finally, for products enjoying the highest growth of world demand, i.e.
mainly meat and its major inputs (ma:.ze, soyabeans and oilcakes in general, and
fishmeal), a sharp expansion in the volume of exports was accompanied by a steady
rise in prices. These products which made the greatest contribution to the rise
in export volumes are, however; r.mainly produced in developed areas.

28. No attempt has been made in the course of this analysis to examine the
possible rôle of trade policy as a factor in determining trading patterns in, or
overall demand for, particular commodities.

Part Two - Implications for 1974

29. An attempt to assess the effect of these price trends, and of their most
likely further developments, on the foreign trade payments and receipts of
developing countries faces several difficulties. The must serious of therm is the
lack of reliable trade data for a sufficient number of developing countries in
1973; consequently the assessment for both 1973 and 1974 has to be based on the
constant volumes of trade that were realized in 1972.

30. This is a major shortcoming of the method used and, therefore, the resulting
calculations can give only a very approximate measure of the change in the terms of
exchange that different groups of developing countries will experience if the
prices of several characteristic product groups move according to different
assumptions. The calculations must be understood not as forecasts of trade move-
ments or trade balances but rather as an estimate of the payments gap that would
have to be filled if the 1972 levels of imports were to be sustained.

31. There is also the difficulty of formulating realistic price expectations for
1974 on the average. Here at least some; inferences can be made from the preceding
analysis of the recent price movements complemented by the latest economic
developments Ln the main industrial countries. The prime of petroleum as fixed
by producers was assumed to stay unchanged during the year. The prices of
internationally traded manufactures have been subject to a rapidly accelerating
inflation. Although strong anti-inflationary pressures are being brought to bear,
it is unlikely that they could reduce the inflation rates into the single-digit
range without major losses in output arid employment for the year as a whole. Last
year the prices of internationally traded manufactures increased by 15 per cent on
the average. In the first quarter of this year, indications are that inflation in
this area of trade has been accelerating significantly for the industrial countries
as a group and has reached a rate without a precedent in the past quarter century.
The central rate of 15 per cent has been assumed for internationally traded
manufactures products in 1974 on the average. The. main difficulty however relates
to forming price expectations for the internationally traded primary products
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other than petroleum. As stated earlier in this note the steep price rise since
the beginning of 1972 has been due to a coincidence of four. factors: (a) the
sharp and simultaneous acceleration of Gross national Product (GNP) growth in
virtually all countries; certainly all the main industrial countries; (b) capacity
limitations (i.e. past under-investment) in a number of primary production lines;
(c) adverse weather conditions reducing agricultural output in a number of the
main producing countries, and (d) international monetary uncertainty leading to
significant speculative investments in commodity exchanges. On the basis of
current developments, it can be expected that a deceleration of GNP growth in the
industrial countries will make for a smaller increase in the intake of imported
foods and industrial raw materials by this group of countries in 1974 than in
either of the last two years. In thenormal course of events, the strong prices
prevailing in the recent period could be expected to bring forth an increased
supply of primary products in 1974. It would seem, therefore, that the highest
expectation for (non-fual) commodity prices in 1974 would be the continuation of
the level reached on the average for the first quarter of the year. Where the
lover limit may be will depend on a number of factors relating to trends of manu-
facturing production and stock-holding decisions in both importing and exporting
countries, conditions in the primary mineral industries in the Industrial
countries, etc. The price declines registered by a wide range of commodities in
recent weeks suggests that the anti-inflationary monetary measures in effect in
most industrial countries and the pronounced slowing-down of economic activity in
most of these countries may have, in conjunction, already had a dampening effect
on demand. For the purpose of the hypothetical calculation, the 1973 average
level of commodity prices was taken as the lower limit for these prices in 1974.

32. A calculation on these price assumptions indicates that, if developing
countries as a group, excluding the oil-exporting countries, continued to trade
in 1973 and 1974 the same volume of exports and imports in the three main product
categories as in 1972, they would sec their 1972 trade deficit (imports valued
c.i.f. and exports f.o.b.) of some $11billion reduced to $9.5 billion in 1973,
but then increase again to between $15 and $24 billion on the high and low
commodity price assumption. respectively, in 1974.

33. The range of the 1974 deficits calculated on the high and low assumption for
commodity prices would be very narrow for the small number of developing, countries
who are primary exporters of manufactures, and very wide (from$7to $14 billion)
for those who are primarily exporters of commodities.

34. It is to be stressed again that the calculations made on this basis and
presented in Table 2 are not a forecast. The calculated deficits could be
expected to occur only if there would be sufficient amounts of foreign exchange
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to finance them. If that exchange is not available in the for. of reserves,
increased earnings on the service account, investment of foreign capital or
increased foreign assistance, deficits of such magnitude would: clearly be un-
sustainable and would be reduced, either through an increase in exports, or a
decrease in imports.

35. In most developing countries, imports of non-essential goods have already
been cut to the bone and any further cuts would inevitably tend to concentrate
on imports of basic foods, industrial raw materials and fuels, or investment
goods. The possibilities of increasing exports to developed countries depend on
a number of factors, including the ability of these countries to deal satis-
factorily with their own balance-of-payments problems on current accounts. It
is, however, clear that there would be an urgent need to avoid the imposition of
restrictions on imports from developing countries and to work out effective
measures aimed at securing a further expansion of these imports through
appropriate measures in all areas to which the Multilateral Trade Negotiations
area addressed
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Table l/Tableau 1

DEVELOPMENT OF WORLD EXPORT PRICE-INDEXES OF SELECTED PRIMARY PRODUCTS/
EVOLUTION DES INDICES DES PRIX MONDIAUX A L' EXPORTATION DE CERTAINS PRODUITSPRIMAIRES

(1963 100)

Products/Produits 1953-55 1960-62 1969-1971 1971 1972 1973 19711972 1973 1974

ALL PRIMARY PRODUCTS /ENSEMBLE DES PRODUITS PRIMAIRES 113 98 115117 130192118137 159 181 208 219226
of which :/dont:

Wheat/Blé 108 97 93 96 110 214 95 140 151 160
Rice/Riz 119 94 103 97 108 198 101 118 150 168

Maize/Mats 118 91 105 108 111 181 96 123 140 166Coffee/Café 178 101 135 134 150 188 132 160 177 187Tea/Thé 117 104 81 83 81 83 79 76 78 88
Cocoa/Cacao 164 91 134 100 117 22089135 143 212
Beef/Viande de boeuf 74 100 154 186 226 319 183 215 273347

Sugar/Sucre 63 57 70 75 97 12778 99 119 126
Wine/Vin 70 93 110 107118 165 108 125 152 174Fish/Poisson 81 96 152 176 194 281 183 201 244 269Oilseed cake and meals/Tourteaux et farines d'oléagineux 96 90 109 113 140 298 110 182 239 345
Fruit/Fruits 92 9788 94 96 112 94 95 105 116
Olive oil/Huile d'olive 63 66 77 80 102 149 83 111 129 150
Copra/Coprah 107 97 108 100 75 183 85 78 108 154
Coconut oil/Huile de coco 117 101 125 119 85 183 108 82 107 155
Groundnuts/Arachides 125 107 130 141 .164 207133 171 180 189
Groundnut oil/Huile d'arachide .129 106 115 130 128 159 134 130 135 144
Palm kernels/Amandes de palmiste 102 93 101 90 77 82 76 97 116
Palm-kernel oil/Huile de palmiste 101 95 114 111 85 103 83 106 156
Palm~oil/Huile de palme 98 99 105 115 103 (152) 108 103 113 140
Soyabeans/Fèves de soya 115 92 107 117 127 215 119 132 .177 225
Soyabean oil/Huile, de soya 136 108 128 143 224 142 105 140 194
Cottonseed oil/Huilede coton 123 109 124 143 107 183130 91 123 165
Wool/Laine 107 84 64 57 88 183 58 120 192180
Cotton/Coton 138 101 105 113 132 201 123117 135164
Jute 73 120108 105 112110 105104 109115
Sisal 56 67 44 46 65117 44 7395 103Lumber/Bois d'oeuvre 106 103124 134 155220145 166 180 218
Tobacco/Tabao. 90 94 108 112 116 129 114 118 (121) 129
Rubber/ Caoutchouc 113 125 78 62 63 121 56 1 9 1
Rides and skins/Cuirs et peaux 121 131 126 127 223 255 138 2A4 2823 247Bauxite 68 75 143 172 168 1.56 120
Copper ore/Mineral de cuivre 118 100 203 171 169 266 162 162 2022494
Iron ore/Minerai de fer 96 104 97 103111116 108 109 116 115
Alumilnium 91 111125 128 115 114 127110 111 113Copper/Cuivre 119101 201168 164 271 160 155 198 249
Lead/ Plomb 161 102 162 143 171 24 127 169 193 229
Zinc 110 103 .160 152 182 14 69 181 206 259

MANUFACTURES / PRODUITS MANUFACTURES 92100 114122 133 151 129 134 140 1500

Including non-ferrous base metals, excluding fuels/Y compris

I IIIII IV IIIIIIIVI
208 219 226

253 292 319
190 283 314
222 208 224
193 197 1 205

87 79 86
280 246 258
327 329
128 137 217
174 161285 327
351 250 242
119 108
153 166
204 265
207 264 398
225 235 260
170 185 220
144
203
187 (168)246 212 233303 (260) 369
235 208 280
189 171 159
233 272
108 105 108
127 144 195
237 246
136 130
137 144
251 240 239

302311 340
114 118 .
115 116 132
305 332 349259 282 (367)
202 217 297
367 550 560

161 160

les métaux communs non ferreux, mais compris les combustibles.

Export unit values, excluding non-ferrous metals/Valeurs unitaires à l'exportation, métaux communs non ferreux exclus.
Source: UN, Price Movements of Basic Commodities in International

publication in summarized form by commodity categories in
statistiques, série M, n0 29, Rev.1/Add.1, New York 1971;
mensuel de statistique des Nations Unies.

Trade, 1950-1970; Statistical papers, Series M, No. 29, Rev.1/Add.1, New
the UN Monthly Bulletin of Statistics./Nations Unies, Mouvements des prix
compilations du Bureau de statistique des Nations Unies destinées à être

York 1971; and compilations by the United Nations Statistical Office for
des produits de base dans le commerce international: 1950-1970; Etudes
publics sous forme résumée, par categories de produits, dans le Bulletin
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Table 2/Tableau 2

HYPOTHETICAL VALUES OF EXPORTS IMPORTS AND TRADE BALANCES OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
IN 1973 ANU 1974; RESULTING FROM PRICE MOVEMENTS (AT 1972 VOLUMES],

VALEURS HYPOTHETIQUES DES EXPORTATIONS. DES IMPORTATIONS ET DES SOLDES COMMERCIAUX DES PAYS EN VOIE DE
DEVELOPPEMENT,EN 1973 ET 1974, RESULTANT DES MOUVEMENTS DE PRIX (VOLUMES DE 1972)

(Billion dollars/Milliards de dollars )

All developing countries/ Developing countries excluding petroleum exporters/ Developing countries excluding
Ensemble des pays en voie de developpement Pays en voie de développement, exportateurs manufactures exporters/Pays en

de pétroleexclus pement,euxportateurs de petrole
manufcturés exclus

Price movements effect! Price movements: effect/ Price movements'
1972 Effet des mouvements de prix 1972 Effet des mouvements de prix 1972 Effet des moWve

Estimates/ Estimates/ Estimates/
Estimations 1974 High/ 1974Low Estimations 1974 High/ 1974Low/ Estimations

1972 1973 Hypothese pothese 1972 1973 jothese j ylothese 19723 i thes
i - ; ~~haute basse * ute $ as t

Exports (f.o.b.)/Exportations (f.o.b.)

Primary productsab//Produits primairesa/ 29.6 42.9 56.2 42.9 27.3 39.6 51.9 39.6 21.1 30.6 40.1
Fuelsy/Combustibles et carburants_ 27.8 36.1 105.6 105.6 1.0 1.3 3.8 3.8 0.5 0.7 1.9
Manufactures2//Articles manufacturesa/ 15.6 17.9 20.6 20.6 14.7 16.9 19.4 19.4 4.5 5.9

Total above/Total 73.0 96.9 182.4 169.1 43.0 57.875.1 62.8 26.1 36.5 47.9
Imports (c.i.f.)/Importations (c.a.f.)

Primary product~//Produits primaires/ 15.2 22.5 27.0 22.5 12.2 18.1 21.7 18.1 7.2 10.7 12.8
Fuels"/Combustibles et carburants2/ 6.5 8.5 24.7 24.7 5.3 6.9 20.1 20.1 3.4 4.4 12.9

Manufactures2//Articles manufactures'| 49.1 56.5 64.8 64.8 36.8 42.3 48.6 48.6 21.9 25.2 28.9

Total above/Total, 70.8 87.5 116.5 112.0 54.3 67.3 90.4 86.8 32.5 40.3 54.6

TRADEBALANCE (f.o.b./c.i.f. )/SOLDE +2.2 +9.4 +65.9 +57.1 -11.3 -9.5 -15.3 -24.0 -6.4 -3.8
COMMERCIAL (f.o.b./a.f.)

a/Excluding fuels but including non-ferrous metals (SITC 0

bP/SITC 3./CTCI 3.
c/SITC 5, 6 minus 68, 7 and 8./CTCI 5, 6 moins 68, 7 et 8.

petroleum and
vote de dévelop-
et dzartie.Jss

ments de prix

base

30.6
1.9
5.9
38.4

10,7
12.9
28.9

52.5

-14.1

1, 2, 4 and 68)./A l'exclusion des combustibles et carburants, mais y compris les métaux non ferreux (CTCI 0, 1, 2, 4 et 68).

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,
International Financial Statistics, avril 1974;

April 1974; United Nations, Monthly-Bulletin of Statistics, June 1974;

Bulletin mensuel de statistique, juin 1974; statistiques nationals.

and national statistics./Fonds monétaire international,
Nations Unise:


